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First Copies Sent Roosevelt, Myer

On its way to Washington, D. C. to the nation’s leader, President Roosevelt, went the first copy of the newly-founded Heart Mountain Sentinel. The editors hope that he will read it and find in its pages the loyalty and progress here at Heart Mountain.

Similarly, the second copy was sent to Dillon S. Myer, national director of the WRA. It is hoped he, too, will find reflected in these eight pages something of what he observed here on his recent visit.

Rachford Accepts New Proposal

Project director C. E. Rachford will announce in the near future special meetings for each of the 20 blocks to elect delegates as the first step in preparing the charter provided for under the WRA project self-government scheme, it was announced this week.

Residents of each block will be called upon to elect two delegates, one a citizen and one a non-citizen. The 40 delegates will then meet to determine the makeup of a charter drafting committee and make the selections for membership.

PEOPLE TO VOTE

This plan for formation of the drafting committee was submitted by WRA and block administrative officers following a joint session and was accepted by the project director.

The drafting committee will draw up a skeleton constitution without attempting to detail functional duties of the various divisions. When completed the constitution will be submitted to the public for approval, and following this step, presented to the public for acceptance. The charter of the self-government department will be called upon to elect two delegates for under the WRA project self-government scheme, it was announced this week.
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